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Clubs gear up for ’96 election
SJSU Democrats
set up info tables
By Mark Kregel
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The SJSU chapter of the Campus Democrats is
keeping itself busy this fall. With Bill Clinton’s re-election campaign being the focus ot. the group’s activities, recruitment is a high priority.
The group plans to have tables set up outside the
Student Union during the semester, but primarilv
during the next few weeks to do bi all voter registration and recruiting. They will have the tables set up
from noon to 2 p.m.
Although the group is assot iated with the
Democratie Party, all students ale (.11, cmi aged to sign
registrations to vote beltne the tut oil date of ()ct. 7.

The Boss
to play
at SJSU

Recruiting is an important part of its presence, but
they also want to increase awareness about the group,
the issues that eoncern students and encourage
involvement.
"Students don’t think that politics affect them, but
when you have tuition hikes continuously from a
Republican governor and Congress, that want to basically do away with financial aid to students, I think it
directiv affects the students," said Darren Definer,
club in esident.
The group plans to recruit through campus billboards, the Spat um Daily and also through its weekly
tacit() show, "The Democratic Perspective," on KSJS
whit Ii iiis Thurtidayti at 5 p.m. Hosted by Define’ and
Vice President David Perzinski, the show is done in a
call -in format that discusses current issues and the
Democratic- partv’s views. Deffner indicated that the
show was always in a call -in format, and they were the
first to do so.
Although the gioup is politieal in nature, the group
See Demos, Back page

Republicans busy
with recruitment
By Mark Kregel
Spartan Dail) Stiff Writer
With elections just around the corner the College
Republicans are waiting for students to adjust to the
start of classes before getting started, said Treasurer
Michael Curran.
The group said it plans to concentrate its efforts
on recruiting and the November election, which
involve.% not only the Presidential election, but also
several key races locally.
I.ike many groups this time of year, recruiting is a
integral part of the Fall semester. According to
Diana Acompo, president of the group, their
’recruiting efforts will be concenuated in two areas.
The first will be through the voter registration tables

they plan to have set up on campus. Acompo feels
this will serve to let the students know about the
group.
"I believe the main thing is getting the message
out there," said Acompo.
The second area is through their weekly radio
show, "From the Right," which airs every Wednesday
at 5 p.m. on K.SjS. This show features Acompo,
Curran and Mark Stromberg. According to Curran,
the show is done in a format similar to PBS’s The
McLaughlin Group, where a subject is discussed
anteing the group and each offers his or her opinion
on the subject. Sometimes the show will have guests,
and often the show will open up to calls.
With the November election drawing near, the
group plans to be involved not only with the Dole’
Kemp ticket, but also with such local races as the
Chuck Wojslow campaign for Congress in District
16. They have a personal connection tel Wojslow; he
was their previous faculty advisor. The group also
See Republicans, Back page
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Springsteen concert to
benefit Steinbeck Center
By Ivan r Bergman
Spartan Datly Staff Writer
Dust off your Jean jam ket, the Boss is ( tiling to San lose State f ’inversity ( I. 2ti.
Bruce Sin illgmeen, kuiu wit .is "The Boss"
in the rally ’t40s with
his E Street Rand will make a stop at SIMI. to
play a M)lo a«nistn show as a benefit fin- the
John Steinbe( k Rese.u( h Center
Susan S ii clii tuglaw. the u enter ’s ext.( mite
director. said s ir knew she had io invite
Springstecii al lei seeing the tale of his new
album. "The Ghost if liirn load." The
11 after a I 11.11.1111’1 111 tintalbum is it.
Steinbee k’s most famous it( ivy’s. -I he
Grapes 1 Wi .1111.
,.pp.0 Wilily.
an
est diem
Seeing
«.111,li ied

11111... event.

odd rangt
( adv to set if hi
I)ire( ten
Icscii
a benefit I I ,111 cif IA Spring...nen
months late,. with a lot if help Iru,ui Shelly%
I Al al 411(1 Shell’, WC...41111.111 lit Bill .1’.1/1.1111
PICSCIDS, eserything is set
The Koss will be at the SIM’ fvent ( enter
Ott. 21i. Iii kits go on sale at KISS and the
FIvent Centel Sept. 24 P. the geneial public ,
hut (:adv has been able to make arlsaric .
tit kits available to fat tilts .nol students of
SISU and ( o111111MIMS Ili 111C sititifuet kit-tilt-i (Iii Sept. 27. About "if (On seats will he
available lit kets will be It",
This benefit is one if only two benefit
t on( ere( ciii Spring%terICS t 1111(.111 tom
Springstern is also pet sonalls donating
$./0,1100 tic the 114111 S111111,11 k ( alitei. iii
addition io the plot reds tic ciii 111C IH111111
I los is the Iasi benefit esci tot the
whit Ii .pv11(111111471 bet .nise of Pi olcssui

ritt,10,111 i/%% II; tic11N \

After a 3-hour and 45-minute football practice, Aaron Christensen, right,
hits the weight room with other linemen for sets on the squat rack.

SIANI1s. Ii.,ac 1

The Spartans next game is against Stanford at 12:30 p.m. on Saturday,
September 14 at Stanford.

See Boss, Page 3

merit pay hikes

Senate OKs facul
By Mark Kregel
Spartan Dail, Stall Writer
.1 he At adeinu Senate on Nfondas approsed 1a..p101:11 tim has,’ f.ut IIII% SAD% Ill( [CAW*. ccli rti
’the tee ornmendation mu ScIs 1111 I litre 11111.111/S and ui-thu, tiui It imam( Mina]
CC’, 1111 hiding te
HumeIti tuu,uts. 11111.111.111S. student
tat tilts.. hill- .thel
servu r professninals, ps-vc hologii al c ounseloes, mat It
Cs Mid vi it alit mital 111StrIlt114,1
Introdue eel by Senate IIICIllbet WWI SU Neil to the.
first meeting of the Fall ’1.0i semester, this ptoposal will

*whin
*wed Read

cs1.11,111/1
I1111.1111C S.11.11 s Step 1111 11%1Se% 1 Ile,
iiii1C.11SCS will be based on Mire u Argotic.%
I he first, fun outstanding teat hung, will tee ()glitz(’
fa( lilts members who have ree curds cit ex( epitome!
lea. Fling 111(4 liveness

I. ex( eptional pudessional
I lie %Cu
will be based on a signifit .1111 IX? fmirniattm cii, publii a.
tic in
I he third. exemplary ...visit e, will me tuttle signal( ant «int’ ’buttons to strident Auld professional organizations.
Candidates ft.i salary itie teases tat, either apply

Iraqi feud

1111111.41%1S 1ttl
Ilt,111111.111.(1.

the pet formai’, e

submitted to the appropriate t ollege fin review. ’I he
tru 1,11111111111.1111/11 WIII 1111.11 pass to President Robe!!
(.aret, %b.( will make the final del mon.
In addition to %ALOIS’ Illtreases. the president will
also bestow %penal re( ognition awards mi fat oh
members who hase "advaiii ed the university’s totssum."
For awards made in 1996-’97. the exp.( he’d (inane ial impac t of this measure is $704 I ,ogo , phis benefits.
I Ile DICaStIrC still has Ili IN- ApptliVerl by :met.

Plea rejected

KlIrdrih All,
SWIt1.1111 11111%11111
taptiired last stronghold of riv.Js

be stale forestry board

rejected
enviro iiiiii ’MAMA’ attempt to block

logging of dead trees in the largest
old-growth
redwoods in the world.

privately owned stand of
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Also approsed by the senate was a u (institutional
amendirwiii that limits student representatives to
le NC.11 trims on the At ademic Senate.
Jetty. Simmons, Assoe tilted Students president,
mchnenl, stating that under
s1,uik, mc Idyl it (if this.
r (mein ( ondinons,
"i
potentially
serve on the iirnate iuiitul then
.11% St11.11,11 ROY Vining miesti (((((
Iii

whether
sitidents should have representatives serve on the
At anemic Senate. Ile said it would be as if faculty
were allowed to have ice tive tepresentatives in student
organizations.

Blockness Monster

SJSU Dateline
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%Ned re( ently
ister to vote is:

sea crc-attires skeleton has van-

at the hands of humans, and
the «immunity fill Pilot k Island
hasn’t been the %WIC sine C.
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SJSU school spirit is sorely lacking

Athletes need to be supported
By Matt Romig

Voters will decide the fate of racial equality in election

Dole threatens affirmative action
;olio !Altus

T,. ,, , ,.,. ,

1 iti ti liii ’ut I ulings, the court
also 1 est It led the use tit statistics
ItipitAt disc 1 Iilliit,thituit, Shire Slit-

tilt hull

than ,t juttlilit ti t (infest ft i %tars. It will tletetmine who will set tlie nation’s

1151115 did 1101 leVeal intent. "The

Civil Rights At t of 1991 reinforc ed
the bat kite me of affirmative action.
As inaclequate it may have been,
niat urac tion has been the sot ailed legislative panacea to offset
two t entin its of symIxilie and instinitionalued tat ism.
As if the ’mindi. ial pia( lit es
had altrady been <lath( :tied, the
sot trial WI1 tugs 11:114. [Well IC1401111

AS 1/1111
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Regents 1 if the I ’111Vel sity of
alifornia in eliminate rat ial ptel(len( vs in education, the death
knell of affirmative. action has
been reverberating lowlly and
leaf Iv
II forme’ Sen. Rob 11, ii, ,s iris
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Reader questions writer’s
sense of reality in article
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11111111 011
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The pie( vtling question begs

flit a definite answet - a valid
atiswet ilt,tt W0111(1 eventually Alla%
the feat of thou who would Ix sit
tinnier! IA silt 11 a
lide, sritSrleSs,

unit limitable. move.
To tlitise Republir an legislators,
«mseryadiyr
Supreme
Court
jusni is and ui,itj,inI eaders who,
he( iliSt ttf polio( al expedient y
and a dish ii tell slew 01 the "real"
world. %ant hi end affirmative
It lion I saN just as Lisa Marie
l’irsles slit ctild have. !told Situ hael
Jut ksi on 41 lilt’ ell(1 01 110’0 S11011’1011 niatriage, "Heat IC
bohn I aim it a .1porton 11m11 Moll
Rine,

ittiostic i. .ititi reintssion that t Ill
initiated into the tuthillent outl-

.4se, %lot it past
tininiallooti
hod not I. tii stiloslonliated

4,41%1 %%lot’ shotild WI pit-M.11M el%
ilii,iwaV With ploglatils. 5114 ii as

Ili Coligiess, %Ili I! a St VII.11 Itt %A mid
spell !he death id quota% loll
Minot Ille% and
1 his esellMalin, would 111141mobledh IttttItrI
this t t tttttli
bac kward into the

\ttlItt tuts Of 1..5
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HLetter to the Editor

Reptiblit atis letain !hell

%%hely 1.14 1,11 plellichie IS leill4a1111114111.111/4.41,45. MM. When
and wt 1111111 Weir drilled 111111
! !gilt% It, t I oilmen. faith. 111 thr ethic ation.11 4Astrlii and III the lob Mal 1st!. and that lily M111141011% 1.1W%
pits 14 oust% eimi fed to pi eStIn 411%t litoomitioll %Ole leSvised or utitlli-

1’1.11

uhist

1111111.111,)11 III 1.111111M1111111, a
lingei ing wage disparity and the
great reins( unit. gap between them
and their white at ’tinter parts still

c
mitidsci, revisiting the
time When hit 15111 W.I% I ampant iii
:knot.] it a
tan Sou imagine 1 1 1111111I

Annuli flit use of quotas in 1174
lir t owl outfield the pt.tr itt itt a

, I
till ,
Ills. ityinantai I

I% fler III (aril

,11/11 t 1/%11 1 111%1 I illllll,tiltuii . Mete is
an Ina( ry throughout this limit Oil

lSIA/111(111111111 111 tat ial gooids has alwass mum trd c hut ism
I he
and t opposition
4.1t%144111 III 1/11 1.111. 1./71/5. leading lull 11.1444, of sit.1111A 1

1.111( ili .J11%1.11’1.1111%

so( topolitit al unrest would im ontrovertthly raise the specter of
anarchy.
"(bete is (orrotarrating evidence
in the recent polls that President
Clinton is gaining momentum
over Dirk. ’rhe leaders of the
1)ettiocratic Party hope that the
polls are arc in ate. For the sake of
national unity and the myt lad N1111
W0111(1 be Met tett advt.i sirs by. a
Republit an upset, dies ate anticipating Clinton’s Sit !tory with a
stolid majority of die net it It al St lit.
1.111% 1/111.11111111.111/11 would give
the pi esielent a mandate to govern
the nation for another tem.
Perhaps he would mend arid mit
end atlii illative action and tithe’
so( rat ji i ogrants that have given
ttttttt it lilts a genuine. c ham t.It
improve et onornit ally.
Although minorities have made
some priogre,a. Iii the past filter

Rich Taylor on campus yesIsaw
terday, looking as inconspicuous as any 6 foot 9 inch man 1
have ever seen. His pace was unobstructed as he proceeded to class
or the gym or wherever his massive
strides were taking him.
I heard not a Sillgle "hello." No
one stopped to thank him for
everything he has done for the
university. Not a single, "good
luck" or "nice gluing" escaped the
lips 4)1 the students he crossed
paths with.
The fact that this man can walk
ross campus unnoticed by his fellow Spartans speaks volumes about
s support for its athletic programs. At many major colleges,
Taylor would be OIle Of the most
rei (ignitable figures on campus.
Still other schoi ii’, would have des-card his accomplishments to a legendary status.
But, here at .SiSl! lie stands out
only by stature, lie is the tall guy
that sits in front of you and blocks
the chalkboard in geography class.
YI/II notice him because his shorts
are longer than your jeans and his
slums could double as your backpack. B111, you do not recognize
him.
For those of you who have no
idea who this man is or why he
deserves your thanks, I’ll supply a
brief introduction. Taylor is a
member of MS( ’’s then ’5 basketball team. Like many of his teammates, lit struggled for much of
last scam in, but his petition:trice in
Ill,’ Rig West Champiconship game
against Utah State will not !aloft be
lot gotten by fans cif Spartan millet it s.
It was his improbable threepoint shot in the final seconds that
propelled the Spartans into the
NCAA Tournament and introduced students here to the eon( vitt of Mart li Madness. The shot
tempotarily ttansfot met! the student body limn an apathetic
gioup of witimitters to a onimitnity pulling for a «minion goal.

The difference was refreshing.
Students who before sat in silence
waiting for class could be found
huddled together to talk about
SJSU’s NCAA Tournament game
against Kentucky. Professors who
rarely broached the topic of sports
were opening the floor to discussion of Spartan basketball.
I even had a midterm postponed because its starting time
conflicted with tipoff of the basketball game. Now there is something
1 could get used to. But, the feeling was gone not too long after the
butter sounded to end SJSU’s
dream of a national championship, and the campus returned
to its usual level of disinterest in
sports.
"This is a commuter school so
athletics are not important," is one
common excuse I hear for this
school’s lack of interest in its athletic teams. True, this campus does
lack the feel of a community
because. most students slam their
trunks and drive home after class.
But, if we can drive to campus
lecture on political
fin- a one he
science, then it should not be hard
to make the same trip for a football, volleyball or basketball game.
The other common excuse for
showing up disguised as an empty
seat is that Spit ’’s teams have been
losers in recent years. Those staying away because the Spartans
might come up short on the scoreboard are missing the point of suppitting college athletics.
A friend of mine who graduated
from
basketball-crazed
Duke
Vinversity has countless stories
alsiut his trips to Blue Devil athletic events, and none of them
include references tel dunks,
urtichdowns, 11411111e runs or goals.
Ile talks abtrut the temporary
tent city that sprouts up when
game tickets go on sale. lie talks
about running into Dick Vitale
while waiting for tipoll with his fellow C :arneron Crazies. The experience iii « uning together with
ft tends and t lassmates is what he
emembers ft tnt11’.

I haw one question for (.111

1,1111(’ 11111 itiff.1%.
WW1 1 1401 I% 1111 %MI 111 511111 551/1 111? lit .1

Itiltanin
gyrating in thr Sept. 7. edition, Maras urged the
legaluation of &lig.. Doing so, she c faints, will reduce
II, lm(
and assault Tates.
I urge Bat as Ill 1 111111. 11,41k itt :rainy. Legalizing
II ligs wllhll u hange people’s et one cmic status.
I d.galiiing drugs will 111/1 11111.:411 eVeIVINsly W111) Wants
them will lw able to afford them. Addicts will continue to steal to mm1)4111 1111’11 habits. Dealers will still sell
then clings 14 11 1 111 !M(’ pl 11 11. prompting theit u (1111icelitit oil Ili low tutu kill thrill.
Hai .1S. 1 410111 nerd %Mlle LA, Times artie In

You do not need to understand
the nickel defense or a zone press
to enjoy sports at SJSU. In fact, the
games themselves probably will not
supply lasting memories, although
the Spartans have certainly had
some classics over the years.
What you will remember is your
fraternity brother passing out in a
bowl of cold baked beans at a tailgate party, or how you and your
friends scraped together bus fare
or gas money and managed to
reads the Big West Tournament in
Reno just in time for the championship game.
I’ll be the first to admit that I
was a late addition to the Spartan
basketball bandwagon a year ago,
and my enjoyment suffered
because of that. !VMS elated when 1
heard the call of Taylor’s three pointer on the radio, but I’m sure
the victory was sweeter for those
die-hard fans who were behind the
team when they were 4-15 and in
last place.
Perhaps here more than any
other school our athletes are true
representatives of the student
body. We are here because our
grades were not good enough for
admis.sion into the U.C. system or
money was too tight to give up
work or attend a private school.
Likewise, Spartan athletes are
often lightly recruited, but hungry
for the chance to represent their
university on the athletic field.
Saturday’s football crowd was
further embarrassment to the university as two teams played a
thrilling game on an ideal day, but
in front of almost 10,000 empty
seats.
With any luck, SJSU’s spirited
play against Cal willinspire more
students and alumni to attend the
Sept. 2 1 game against Texas ElPaso. And when you’re there,
make a effort to say "thanks" to
Taylor and his basketball teammates. They’ll be the guys blocking
your view of the 50-yard line.
Matt Romig o a Spartan Daily Staff
WrIter.

if the money, then it’s OK?
les not OK. LUCAS completely ignores the fact that
drugs 0141M and kill. She paints a picture in whit Ii
everyone benefits. Obsiously, she never worked with a
baby addicted to crack or born with AIDS, or had tel
onsole a senior citizen whose Social Security check
was just stolen because some crackhead needed a fix.
BileaS seems under the impression that drugs are
only for "recreational" users. That is far from the
truth. Addiction is a powerful thing. Taking away the
illegality of what you crave doesn’t remove the craving
or your inability to get it.
!Was needs to wake up and stop looking at the
world through rose-colored glasses.
( ;ell( hi HAITI 1W,
jc.111.11:41itilli 111411111

It tell me about the rife( is of thugs on itv tutu,’
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kind Of iuu.’ss.ug. iS dial’ 1 11.V..t% long as sou gut a tit
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PEOPLE
Pretty woman parties

Christian Lifestyle w/ Peter
Kha
7:90pm
Guadalupe Room, Student
Union;
call Cindy 278-1948

Weekly Calendar
room 201; call Jane Boyd 9245950

TODAY
Asian Student Union
First general meeting - Come
meet new people!
3:00pm
Council Chambers, Student
Union; call Jeff 295.8123
Student California Teachers’
Aseociadon (SCIA)
Organizational meeting
noon-1:00pm
Sweeney Hall, room 332; call
Dr. W. Konishi 924-3798
Sigma Omicron Pi
"What’s S.O.Pi?" Information
Nite
7:00pm
Meet in front of Student
Union; call Elaine 288-8799
School of Art & Design
Tuesday Nice Lecture Series 5.
-6:00pm
Art building, room 133; call
Andy 924-4328
Student galleries art receptions - 6:00pm-8:00pm
Student galleries art exhibits Monday-Friday
Art bldg. and Industrial
Studies bldg.; call Sarah 9244330
Department of Nutrition &
Food Science
"Back to School" 2-for-1
%body fat testing
1:00pm-3:00pm
Central Classroom building,
room 103; call Kim Roth 9243110
SJSU Student Health Service
Weight control program (10
week) sign-up
m
1
Health building, room 208;
call Nancy Black 924-6118
C.areer Center
Coop orientation - 1:00pm
Recruiting services orientation
-2:30pm
Student
room,
Almaden
Union; call Career Resource
Center 924-6033
Re-Entry Advisory Program
(REAP)
Support Group
noon-1:30pm
building,
Administration

AKDAYAN Club
Information table in front of
Student Union all week
call 2749197
SJSU Mariachi
Music Bld. Rim11=
1
0 pm
call 924-2675

WEDNESDAY
Pre-Law Club
Need new members
Hugh Gillis Hall 215; call
Chris 985-9713
Tai-Oil/Kung-Fu Club
8:00pm-10: pm
SPX1V 20’2; call Lance 44.55448
Lutheran Student Fellowship
Bible Brown Bag
1:30pin-2:30pm
Mon talvo Room, Student
Union;
call D. Hawkins 292-5404
Political
Department
of
Science
California
Trip
to
the
Supreme Court
7:50am-4:00pm
Meet in Business Tower, room
450;
call James Brent 924.6572

Student
Vietnamese
Association
Candidate Election Debate
12:00pm-3:00pm
Guadalupe Room, Student
Union;
call Professor Th 9243951
Re-Entry Advisory
Brown Bag Lune IhPIrtival
Skills 101
12:00pm-1:30pm
Pacheco
Room,
Student
Union;
call Jane Boyd 924-5950
Ballroom Dance Club
Beginning Waltz
m-9:30pm
SPX 89; call 924SPIN
SJSU Pre-Dental Club
1st Meeting of Fall ’96
1:00pm
Duncan Hall, room 249; call
Danny McCallon 295-6924
Department of Aviation
Annual Information Meeting
7:00pm-9:00pm
Aviation building, structures
hangar,
call 924-6580
Career Center
Practice Interviews
12:30pm-2:30pm
Sign up in BC IS; call Career
Resource Center 924-6093
Alcbayan Club
Information
table/Recruitment
week
9:00am-9:00pm
In front of Student Union; call
274-9197

Sigma Omicron PI
Rush exchange w/Pi Alpha
Phi
7:00pm
Meet in front of Student
Union;
call Elaine 2888799

Sikh Student Association
General meeting
I 2:30pnt
Costanoan Room, Student
Union;
SIASISUCIUNO.COM.
Asian-American
Fellowship

Julia having fun
NEW YORK (Al’) Pretty woman Julia Roberts
all of a sudden was Party Woman.
The actress was photographed dancing on the
bar over the weekend at the nightclub Hogs tic
Heifers. New York Post photographer Gary Miller
said she danced on the bar with five women and
kissed one during the bash early Sunday.
Roberts also slipped her bra out one arm of her
top and left it behind as a souvenir as have
Ashley Judd, Darryl Hannah and Drew Barrymore,
the Daily News reported.
Roberts jumped down after realizing she was
being photographed.
"I was just having fun inside," she said as she left.

Moore’s psychic
NEW YORK (Al’) Derni Moore has shaved
her head, bared her body and now is sharing a little of her inner self.
Moore wrote the introduction to a book by her
personal psychic, Laura Day.
At their first meeting, Moore recalled, "we were
talking about details and insights that only my closest friends could know."
"Even more intriguing were the things she told
me about myself that I share with absolutely no
one," wrote Moore, offering no examples. Later,
Day asked if the actress was pregnant and "it
turned out to be true," Moore recalled.
The introduction to the book, "Practical
Intuition: How to Harness the Power of Your
Instinct and Make It Work For You,’ appears in the
October issue of McCall’s magazine.

Madonna’s ’Sex’ wait
KELOWNA, British Columbia (Al’) It could
be years before people can get their hands on the
Okanakui Regional Library’s lone copy of "Sex."
There are 110 people on the waiting list totead
Madonna’s book more than three years after it was

In cntical condition
after drive-by attack
( ;lode is free!!! A..g1 available
ully & stall asses a:alums I)eadlone is 111)1,11, !beer tbsys
bebsre publication F,,,iingawdabie
AI 1)1111 5119 Entries 111.1V be edited
91414C lt,111,111,11).
alltow
SIM(

111%111111.111,4, a.

Christian

Doc tors
LAS VEGAN (Al’)
removed rapper Tupac Shaktir’s
right lung alter he was shot four
times in the chest during a weekend attack, ;4uid police complained
Monday that uncooperative witnesses have given them few leads.
Shakur, 25, remained in critical
conditir in at University Medi( al
Center, spokesman Dale Pugh
said. "His injuries are very severe,
very traumatic."
It was the second time in two
years that Shakur, who has a history of violent e and trouble with the
law, has been the sit tim of a shooting.
Shako’ was a passenger in a car

Family members accepted death decision
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Me111 1,11 het debilitating spinal
than
tithei
dimwit.,
«ad
painkillers, Isabel Ct urea told het
family tit expel t her death.
"She didn’t he-lie -se iii being
around Just bet maw vou had it,
wait
I it was your 111111 10(111’.
said Correa’s eldest (Unglue!. Mu v

Correa. tiO,
killed herself
Salm dm in Slit higan with lb Jae k
Kevor loan at her side. Hie night
before, poll( 1- of fie yrs had burst
1100 A 111/11-1 (cub 11111 Whet(’ she was
meeting with the dot lot.
COrTrill was the 40111 pe111/11
died with
10
have
kt0/%11
Kevrirki.ui’s help situ t PIO
"None of its wanted this, but she
said, ’You know, if I don’t do it like
this, I’m going to find another way
g to the
to do it if it means g
sue et and stepping in front t if a
said Er ISIThin of :loins. Calif.
"She WAS dead set on it. Nil lllll
was going to stop her.’
Cu rrea’s seam who answered
the door at (:(irrea’s Fre%110
said she tried (irony mg her sister
not golf/ M11 higan.
But her wishes were recipe( ted
She «odd tirit take the pain any
longer. Whatever she wanted to
do, she did it," said the sister, who
did not want to give het
Her husband had to put aside
his feelings about 41111iirle when he
accompanied Correa and her bushand, Trim) Soto, U. Michigan, the
sister said.
"He at epted it. He told me, ’If
I have to be there to hold her
hand, even though I don’t approve
of it, she will not die alone,’ He
loved her like a sister," she said.
( Mic h .)
Counts,
Oakland
Prosecutor Richard Thompson
had claimed that the brother-inlaw, who also did not want to be
identified, opposed the death.
Correa was meeting with
Bloomfield
a
at
Kevorkian
Township. Mich., motel on Friday
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released. It could be 2002 before those on the list
get their chance, library official Lorraine Hladick
said last week.
The library has 150,000 card holders in 29
branches.

Rock ’n Roll Hall of Fame
CLEVELAND (Al’) ’The Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame hopes to get a little help from a friend.
Hard-singing Melissa Etheridge is scheduled to
return to Cleveland on Oct. 11 for a concert to
benefit the hall. Etheridge was one of many artists
who performed at the grand opening in front of
57,000 people a year ago.
"This is something we want to do every year. We
want to stage an annual concert to benefit the
museum," hall spokesman Tim Moore said last
week.
Cleveland heat out Memphis. Tenn., and New
York City as the site of the hall, a $92 million glassand-chrome pyramid on the shores of lake Erie
with interactive displays, theaters arid lots of Illernorabilia.

Home still a beautiful one
(:HICACA) (Al’) Ebony magazine loves singer
Lena Home.
The 79-year-old performer is on the magazine’s
1996 list of "The 15 Most Beautiful Blat k Women."
Horne has been on Ebony’s list of beautiful people
every year since 1946.
Also on the list are Oprah Winfrey, former Miss
America Vanessa Williams and actresses Halle
Berry, Jada Pinkett, Vanessa Bell Calloway and Salli
Richardson.
It also includes actress Angela Bassett; singers
Janet Jackson, Whitney Houston, Chilli Thomas
and Cassandra Wilson; Hunk-11%ra Banks; opera
singer jessye Norman; and educator Ci
(kisIty, wife of Bill Cosby.

Rapper Tupac shot

Sal Fantasy and Strategy
Open
meeting:
Weekly
Gaming
5:00pm-10:00pm
Costanoan Room, Student
Union;
call Ben 251-3491
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(1.11CI If depai lull e
g below she was
)11 Ihe eve
to board the plane to Mit higaii,
het family gatheied at lie, 1-.11.110
Inane for a final Imewell bar lux tie
( bit. by one, she bade het gland
ii lilt cii aside. to explain that she
’made] be going to Mu higan to die

Correction
In Monday’s story titled, "Caret
promotes international agreement," it stated that Elias Castillo
discovered the Copper Canyon in
1984. He did not discover this site.
This was the first time he visited
the canyon. The Daily also said
C.136110 had been invited to give
the presentation by Ken Blase. Bill
Briggs, journalism faculty member, invited Castillo. The article
called the possible funding source
SWAPS-for-debt, it is actually
called swaps for nature debt.
The article also said The
National Geographic foundation
was a possible funding source for
the Copper Canyon project. The
National Geographic Magazine
declined to hind the project
because of a lack of revenue.

heading to a nightclub late
Saturday when a white Cadillac
with four men inside pulled tip
and mullet me opened fire, slit ioting Shakier four times in the c hest.
His lung was removed Sunday.
1)eatit Row Ret olds (:hairmaii
Marion "tinge" Knight, whose Lis
Angele’s-hased «unruly spet
in violent "gangsta rap. AN treated foe a mi lllll head wound af ter
being glared by a bullet Iiagniviit
ot shrapnel from the cat.
Shakur and Knight we’re’
to the nightclub aftei wan hing
boxer Mike .1Vson defeat Haut e
Seldon in a title fight when the
shooting me tined on Hiuningo
Road, one of the t ity.s busiest
sit eets.
Sgt. Resin Maiming, who is
heading the investigation, said

Shakur apparently was the target:
"Ile was the passenger and the
one closest to the point of fire."
Pcilice said witnesses are staying
m lllll . "We did not receive a wilt ile
It t of cooperation from most of his
entourage," Manning said. "It
amazes me when they have professional botlygnitids that they can’t
even give us emm at t mate descriptit tii (if the settle -Vitt 1994, Shakur was shot five
times while being robbed of
$40,000 in jewelry in the lobby of a
New York (:ity I ti ording studio.
At the turn’, he was awaiting A
verdict on charges stemming from
the sexual assault of a woman in a
hotel rot nn. rhe day after the
shooting, he was convicted of sex
abuse and later served eight
1111/11111S in primal.

Boss

His album "Livel 1975-1985" is one
of the top-selling rock albums of
all time
his more recent
albums:
"Tunnel
of Love."
"Human Touch" and "Lucky
Town." Springsteen moved away
from his New jersey roots. His
songs were about the break-up of
his marriage with model Julianne
Phillips,
and
a
subsequent
romance with back-up singer Patti
Scialfa, than the struggles of the
working
class.
D
said.
Shillinglaw said in The Ghost of
Tom Joad" Springsteen invokes
the spirit of the dispossessed, those
who are marginalized by society.
Represented by Steinbeck’s Tom
Joad. Springsteen’s lyrics show how
those considered the dregs of society struggle to stand up and he
counted, to show they ’represent
something."
Springsteen was last in the Bay
Area in November ’95. He played
two nights at the Berkeley
Community Theater.

From pap 1
Martha Heasley Cox. The center
currently houses a collection of
15,000 items, including manuscripts, enigma) letters, and photographs.
Besides its large collection, the
renter publishes a biannual, "[he
Steiribeck Newsletter," sporiscirs
speakers and films, and has held
four major Steinbeck conferem es
in the last 10 years.
In the late 1970s and early
19/10%, Springsteen .uid his E. Street
Band powered their way into
American mainstream with highpowered songs that spoke to the
working man, at-cording to
Geoffrey Dunn in Metro. Santa
Clara Counties alternative IICW5pitper. Dunn also said, the music was
about the concerns and difficulties
faced by the blue-collar worker.
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Project Fox
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Men and W)men
Mondays, 5:30-7:30p.m.
Student Union
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Sports
at a
glance
Results
San Jose Giants
The Giants defeated the
Stockton Ports, 4-1 last night
to clinch the Northern
Division of the California
League. They will now move
on to play Southern Division
Champions Lake Elsinore in
a best of five series starting
Wednesday at San Jose
Municipal Stadium.
NFL
The Green Bay Packers
defeated the Philadelphia
Eagles, 39-13 on Monday
Night Football

Schedule
Football
The Spartans will make a
short road trip to Palo Alto
to search for their first victory of the season against
Stanford at 12:30 p.m. at
Stanford Stadium.
Volleyball
The team will try to bring its
hot streak home with them
when they host Providence
Thursday at Spartan Gym
for their home owner.
Men’s soccer
The Umbro/SJSU Classic will
be held at Spartan
Stadium beginning Friday
when the Spartans
take on Brittish Columbia
at / :30 p.m. Saturday, SJSU
playes Gonzaga at 7:30
pm
Women’s soccer
The team will try to win its
first game of the season
when it hosts San Francisco
State University 7:30 p.m.,
Tuesday. September 10 at
Spartan Stadium
Cross Country
The next meet for the
Spartans is on Saturday at
the USE tournament in San
Francisco
Clash
The Clash will try to improve
its playoff position
Wednesday when they try
to stop the Burn from Dallas
at Spartan Stadium
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Rookie Driver Alex Zanardi races by on his way to winning Sunday’s race at Laguna Seca.

Risky move propels Zanardi to victory
Bay Area native wins
overall points crown
By Laura lAzzarini
Spartan Daily Sufi Writer

Mole than engines fited up this weekend at the Bank of
Ainerk a 300 held at the lovota Gland Prix of Monterey. All
tight -at re brush fire, spat ked In illegally parked cars on the
Fort ( )rd pope: Iv Satin day, was a include to Alex lallaf
first place finish and ’ninny Vasser’s win of the 1996 PP(;
IndyCar World SelleS WaS1111
Zanardi, a native of Italy, struggled a bit with his English as
he tried to explain how he felt about the win at a press (1,111 ’crew e alter the rare. Zanardi said he «add dem rib(’ how
he felt, "But I would keep vou here all night, and you would lit want that. 1 here are no words to dev rile it."
Both chisels are sponsored bv the Target Chip Gannassi
Racing .leiun. whine learn ,Jwilersiiii hide Chip Ganassi and
formei Sall Frani iv, 49er 10.. Montana.
Zanardi was the lastest quabliet on Saturday with .1 ru k
let old un the newlv paved tat ewav, rea. lung speeds ol
118.47 miles per 110111. Pa yan nutria held the qualifying
fastest trar k itt 11Fd
rriaw, ut tIM .14 miles pet how
Zan,u di tattle the re. old Saturd.u, is well as gasps It oin
tlii ituwd of 50,1)111) dining his "Dukes of Kum .1" st% It pass
if I hull.i in the 1.431(1 and final lap. at the ..dks. his 1111 11 ttll
S111111aN WI1R II W011 111111 lilt’ rile
trtle ii tlelpleleIS off the I’m k, (hopped I..... II ii’ cisii
.uid passed Iluei ti humid’ neve’ lost to:m..1.a liir %OM It’
/..uhu iii div "...led this !nose during Ina. iii rand dr. Ord
lie was going to tempt the tales and gist this dangerous
move .inothei go. "1 sass’ 141 die last lap that lit’ (Illicit.’ I WA%
I thought I might lie able to
111 Wing .1 little
sun 1/1 Pre. It Was risks, but it it ked: /..1.11.11111111111
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Combo punch of Tyson fight and Cal game left me queasy
I
Salvador
!San

Carlos
ISan

Saturday had
to be one of the
Fernando
[San
worst days in the
world of sports I
Claraa
!Sant
have ever had
the displeasure
lohn
of witnessing.
Between
the
Tyson fight, if
you can possibly
call that pathetic display of pay-per ripolf a fight, and
the SJSU football game, I endured a long das of spot ting pain.
This is not the same type of anguish the usual
sports fan feels when his or her team loses a crucial
game, my pain was derived from the chsappoinunent I
felt after watching the way the two events unfolded.
My day began at a tailgate party before the Cal
game in a Spartan Stadium parking lot. I had the. false
pretenses before gameday that SJSU, moving into the
WAC and playing Bay Area foes from Berkeley, would
equal a large opening day crowd at the stadium. The
turnout did turn out to be large, but not with SJSU

DUSTIN
SHEKELL

the players Coat h Ralston was nice enough to rem tie
from Stockton mid the defunked UlliVersity of Pac die
football program, I bled for the second consectitne
game since putting on the Spar tan unitoi tn. In the
game against Air Force last week, the fit st time Bowers
touched the ball, he seemed to think he wastarrving
a gallon of milk home to his mother from the grocery
store, as he failed to tuck the ball away and was easily
stripped.
Against Cal. aim the Spat tails had just made a crucial defensive SLUld ill the third quartet, whit lii :insect
Cal to punt, giving the Spat tans a e haute c’ to take the
lead, Bowers made an even higgei mistake than the
blunder against Air Force. Deciding tel field the punt
at the 3-yard-line instead of letting the ball bounce
into the end zone for a touchback, Be wets immediately dropped the ball before picking it up, only tel tumble when he was hit.
This was the majoi turning point of the kune. What
could have lead to a Spat tut lead in the third quarter,
instead enabled Cal to gain momentum and a quick
I I -point lead. Poor fundamentals equal a very poor
record at the end of the season.

fans.
Instead of wearing tee-shirts and hats with the head
of a mute Spartan on them, nearly all the fans in the
parking lot were wearing dark-blue attire with an
obnoxious little teddy bear, defiantly smiling in the
faces of the sparse SJSU fanbase.
Upon entering the stadium, my unbearable parking lot experience was intensified when I noticed the
empty bleachers and the huge Cal crowd assembled
in the two-level west side of the Stadium.
Even though we kept the score close for the better
part of three quarters, we were outplayed, outsi/ed
and outstratigired throughout the game. The only saving grace for
Taylor the Spartans was the porous Cal defense
which made the backfield of Patrick Walsh and James
Hodgins look like Roger Craig :Ind Tom Rathman.
The fact that we were outplayed was no surprise to
me, being that Cal has the recruiting advantage of
Pac-10 exposure and the interaction incoming players
are permitted to have with the naked guy. What did
annoy me, beside the lack of fans and the $25 ticket
price, were the mental mistakes the Spartans made.
For example, Wide Receiver Damon Bowers, one of

Favre leads Pack-past Eagles

Raiders have no remnants of old mystique
ALAMEDA, Calif. (Al’) The Oakland
Raiders, who proclaim themselves "professional
sports winningest team," haven’t won since last
November.
The Raiders’ losing streak reached eight
games with Sunday’s 19-3 defeat at Kansas City.
That’s the longest regular-season losing streak
for the Raiders since owner Al Dasis joined the
team in 1963.
The skid is nowhere near the longest sit yak
in club history 19 straight losses in 1911-62,
in the early days of the AFL but it’s embarrassing for a team praised in its media guide as
"the most dominating team in major [notessional sports."
The media guide claims the title eil "ss
ningest team" based on a .651 winning pet entage from 1963-95. Since the middle of last
November, though, that percentage is .000.
"I know you are sick of hearing it. And Int
sick of saying it, but we’re going to be OK." said
quarterback Billy Joe Hobert. who has filled iii
for the ailing Jeff Hostetler in the losses this season.
Hostetler, sidelined with a strained ligament
in his right knee since late August, is expee led
to return for Sunday’s home openet against
Jacksonville. He has Ina played a full game
since Nov. 12, the Raiders’ last win.
Hostetler hurt his shoulder last Nov. 19 in a

loss to Dallas, and played sporadically the rest
of the season.
"I just sense in (Hostetler) a conviction and
an attitude that’s going to help this team right
now," Raiders coach Mike White said. "But he is
going to have a transition period coming back
in."
The Raiders got more bad news Monday.
White said starting safety Eddie Anderson, who
injured a tel
in his right triceps on Sunday,
would be out at least lout weeks.
Anderson was se heduled to have an arthroscopic preicedute Tuesday’ tel determine
whethei the tendon is ha o. Dane’) Carrington,
who has sit uggled this summer with torn ligaments in his right itt st. will take Anderson’s
spot as the starling safety
"That’s a tough blow to us, because Eddie
has been one of itit hole’ us," said White, who
added that dm Raideis will ii iitside’r signing an
additional Safety depending on Anderson’s
prognosis.
White et hoed his players in saying the eight.
game losing streak is not signific ant, and that
only the two games this season matte’.
"I am genuinely upbeat and feel this team is
making progress. 1 an feel the ittipAM’Illelli ill
VIlite said. "The realin is
the
we’re 0-2, the t ealitv is We’ll‘ ill it hole it nun
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Green Bay Packers rapper-receiver Robert
GREEN BAY, Wis. (Al’)
Brooks followed his own advice one week after giving President Clinton
his debut CD titled "Jump Into The Stands."
Brooks caught five passes for 130 yards and two touchdowns as the
Packers routed the dazed and outmatched Philadelphia Eagles 39-IS in
the first Monday Night Football game at Lambeau Field in 10 year&
Brooks vaulted himself into the end zone seats packed with delirious
denizens decked in green and gold after TD receptions of 25 and 20
yards from Brett Favre, who overcame a rough start to throw three
touchdowns.
Dorsey
even got into the act, doing his version of the Lambeau
leap after a 1 -yard touchdown nut in the second quarter.
A Larnbeau Field record crowd of 60,666 watched their Packers go 24
for the first time since the strike-shortened 1982 season, when they won
their first three. Philadelphia fell to 1-1.
Brooks had four catches for 116 yards in the first half as the Packers
built an astonishing 30-7 lead at halftime against an Eagles team that
thinks it can unseat Dallas as ruler of the NIFC East,
Edgar Bennett gained 93 yards on 17 carries and also scored on a 25..
yard reception when he grabbed Favre’s pass in the flat and rwnbled his
way into the end zone for a 37-7 lead with six minutes left in the third
period.
The blowout capped an exhilarating week in Green Bay, which began
with President Clinton visiting the Packers at Lambeau Field on Labor
Day.
In two weeks, Favre, who was 17-of-3I for 261 yards, has seven touchdowns and no interceptions as the Packers have outscored their oppotents 73-16.
But it was the Packers’ defense that really spoiled the return of
Philadelphia coach Ray Rhodes, who served as defensive coordinator in
Green Bay from 1992-93.
The Packers, who had just 16 takeaways last season, already have 10,
including four in the first half Monday night.

hating for the Raiders is
Perhaps most 1
their lack of success in recent Ve.111
archrival Kansas City. They has(’ lost 13 of their
last 14 games against the Inds, and have
dropped nine straight t LIMAS
In those 14 games, the. Chiefs hold a plus-25
turnover advantage against the Raiders.
Turnovers again played a kit t(de Sunday, as
every Chiels score. came as .1 dile( t oe nicht ee
result of an Oakland mistake..
James Hasty 8(i-vard fumble Irwin 1,1 a II)
was the biggest phis of the gaine.lbe Raiders
trailed 7-0 midwas uhi ough the thild pet lid,
but had di is cii to the Chiefs 3 when l)c’intt k
Flitinhcs sin pp.(’ I !obeli .utel I IASI% se trirliell
the 100Se hall.
"01WIOUSIV. we klIOW W11.11 We Heed lir (10. We
Call’t 111111 the hall ill, eSliet 1.111S uf It results ill
AWiti
a iien
IOW 11(10WIIS."

bat k Albert I
said. "We didn’t give up .inv big plays. Vie’ just
can’t allot(’ tel turn the ball
’Finn Brown had eight c ate ht’s tot 96 vat ifs
against the Chiefs, bill 55.1.5111111110WII when the
Raiders got near the end /one. Oakland has
gone six quarters without a tone
"%Vt. got &Wit their alld %VC had tut nose’s,
and that is what e ost its the ganie," lbown said.
"Hut I think We should be all u ght. Eyen when
we’re two totichclossits behind, we (Itt ’NOW just
like that. We. call St Ole 21 1")-1111s 111%1 like 111.11."

Lel
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Speaking of pito1 fundamentals, what Bruce Seldon
exhibited in Vegas was one of three things. lie could
have been completely intimidated by the mystique
Mike .11Yson has built for himself over the past decade
in the ring, which uivav have driven hint to decide tel
take a dive instead of enduring the punishment of a
typical "lyson ban age. Ile could have been bought off
by the mob or Don King. Or he could be the only
smart Nisei in the %yeah’. deciding to take the money
and out, without cull a slight headache to remind
him of the tight.
Whatever the reason, Seldon chose to play dazed
and confused instead of giving the millions who had
spent $40 a pop a chance to get their money’s worth.
’The moral: get a clue boxing fans. Stop spending
money on 11WilllillgleSS fights like the jokes we have
been forced sit through in the recent past. Don King
is turning this once reputable. sport into a new version
of the World Wrestling Federation.
Mter the Spartans go into Stanfotd Stadium this
Saturday and crush the Callti11.11 ill 110111 01 their fans,
still regain out It for sports.
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Saddam expands influence in Kurdish lands
DOKAN, Iraq (AP) Kurdish
allies of Saddam Hussein captured
the last stronghold of their rebel
rout that gives
11V.Ils Monday a
the Iraqi leader his greatest info(lice. over 111/1thern Iraq since the
Persian (AIR la’ar.
As allied Iraqi for
trailed
, lose behind, the Kurdistan
Derno( lain Party ( laimed control
of the c it of Sulayinaniyah after
the ( rumbling fortes of the
P.11111411 1’111011 01 Kenrdistut abandoned then posts, the United
Nations said.
"
PI .K had within awn and
KDP walked in," said Stafford
Clar is, the head of a I N. guard
Iraqi
wilt lit Sidat maiiiyaii,
K111(11,1.111\ sic ,/11,1-1.1114,til thy.

Ii, «ty was cowl alter the
Likcover, with about 7,0,000 of its
100.000 resid,iits fleeing since
..)nirday tight, (lii ry said.
satklarn’s K111(11,11 allies c
they clinic( the city Monday
rterinig )1/111 ICS-A(111S 11.111.11ed 11/
1,411

0111 1111 11%.11 K111(11%11 ii116111

.111,1 IN 11-itfier, Pal

lalahani.

"The KDP is in control of an the
three Kurdish provinces of Dahuk,
Irbil and Sulaymaniyah," it said in
a statement faxed to The
Associated Press in Nicosia,
Cyprus.
Sulaymaniyah was the last
stronghold left in the hands of the
PUK forces after they lost Irbil, the
area’s de facto capital, on Aug. 31
in a KDP offensive backed by the
Iraqi army.
The Baghdad-backed KDP’s capture of Sulaymaniyah means
Saddam env< tively wields control
over mu( h (il northern Iraq for the
first time since the U.S.-led forces
established a Kurdish "safe haven"
after the 1991 Gulf War.
The- United States, which
launc hed missile strikes against
southern Iraq last week, has made
clear it has no plans to take sides in
the fighting between the Kurdish
factions, who have frequently shifted alliances in the course of their
conflict.
The missile strikes appeared to
discourage Iraqi forces from taking

1D4 ads panic
Spaniards
’Take me to your Padrone’
MADKID, Spain (Al’)
timid! yds of
paint keel Spaniards flooded Ty and t alto
styli( Idiom ds with calls this weekend when
.1 news( asiti bloke in with a !elan t showing sp),« aliens hovering nye’ New
k.
I he
lashes that
cn iii led news
appeared Satin clay arid Sunday on the
lelec to cc network %%vie in fat t advertise 1111’ fill11

111111/1.11111.11«*

win( h
in Spam ,,n
lie PuhliEspana advertising film figured %Jewels wouldn’t be taken in by tin.
IA’ takeoff of 11.(.. Wells’ "W’,11 of the
\Vol Ids" - - the 110121.aln, stunt that ti eat a sfi,,et Ian mewl
I ’tilled States

able panic in the

wanted to do something ditleient,
eitaiiih not
(111 atiVel using CX1.11111Ve,
L1.1.1%
tido; Is. said Sf,,tulat
Plenit
lielit.tt.,1 lilt 111111’1
I ics r.1 .1 V111111’ 11..1111’ prey), onterence
if’. iiithe intasi, ill, and ail
it liii liii lilt
be
aw., 1,, shots of New Hi keys Ile,
mg in the suciis
\ lest wail lung on the bottom cf the I \’
1((11
(11th

"al/I./M-

pe,,ple an’t watt hi I,,,,tage, listen and
at the same time," Antic’ its said.

a direct role in the fighting, but it
has not slowed the KDP.
The KDP has been fighting its
way eastward since and on Monday
took Dokan, a strategic town about
60 miles east of Irbil. Dokan is the
site of a major dam that controls
the water and power supplies to
the region.
A long convoy of KDP fighters
headed east toward the town with
strips of yellow ribbon the faction’s color tied to their guns.
Some Dokan residents offered
water to KDP fighters and waved
yellow flags, yelling "Piroz be!"
"Congratulations" in Kurdish.
As his fighters entered the town,
KDP leader Massone’ Barzain stood
on a hill just outside Dokan, saluting his men as they entered.
"This is the end of the collaborator," he said, referring to PUK
leader Talabani’s current alliance
with lout.
Traveling in trucks, taxis and
even old Mercedes-Benz sedans,
the KDP troops encountered a few
sniper ambushes, but qui( kly

responded with heavy artillery fire
into hills covered with dry golden
grass.
The PUK had put up stiff resistance until Monday, but appeared
unable to hold back the onslaught.
The refugees were heading to
Iran, but the Tehran government
said Monday night it would not
allow them to enter its territory.
Iraqi forces appeared to be
advancing across the region
behind the front-line KDP fighters
but were not playing a major role
in the fighting, according to most
accounts.
U.N. guards in Sulayrnaniyah
said it appeared most of the
Patriotic Union leadership had
fled, possibly to Iran.
However, PUK leader Talabani
remained earlier Monday in
Sulaymaniyah. He made an urgent
appeal for help, but seemed
resigned to the fact that the
Americans would not come to his
rescue.
"The United States is riot in a
position that can obstruct a (KDP)

invasion, which is a kind of support
indirectly to Saddam," he told a
group ofjournalists that included
Associated Press Television.
He also predicted that KDP
leader Barzani would come to
regret his alliance of convenience
with Saddam.
"In aligning with Baghdad, the
KDP has mounted a tiger which
will destroy us all," the PUK statement said. "Once Saddam controls
Kurdistan, he will no longer need
his Kurdish ally and will consume
the KDP and what remains of the
Kurdish people."
In
Washington,
President
Clinton said the situation won’t be
resolved until the Kurds stop fighting among themselves.
"I would still like to do more to
help the Kurds," Clinton said. "But
frankly, if you want the fighting to
be ended, the leaders of the various factions are going to have to
be willing to go back to the peace
table and talk it through."
In another development, the
Washington Post reported about

200 Iraqi Arab dissidents were
holed up in the northern town of
Salahuddin and feared for their
lives. The men fled the northern
city of Irbil shortly before the combined Iraqi-KDP forces stormed
the city on Aug. 31.
The men are members of the
Iraqi National Congress, an
umbrella organization of Iraqi dissident groups that is funded by the
CIA and claims thousands of members, according to the Post.
With CIA help, the congress has
spread anti-Saddam propaganda,
including leaflets, books and radio
and television broadcasts. But it
has not been involved in any significant military operations against
Saddam.
Clinton declined to comment
on the report, but said: "We’re
doing everything we think we can
to help anybody that needs to be
out of Iraq."

Beijing limits access to World Wide Web
BEIJING
(AP)
The.
Chinese government has made
good on a prcunise to cut off
a« ess to Internet %ite% it onside’s ohs( ene or polin, .ills danvim’s. Indust’ s olwer tels say
more. than 100 \Voild Wick.
Wel) sites have. been bloc keel
since last week.
Some of the censored site’s
ale ohs lows targets
ones
linked to exiled dissident
wimps and the rival government in 1
but
others,
sun hi as those i iiit les 1’.S. news
int.(lia, ale less exp.( tell.
Amer it ans
using
Ica al
Chinese Intel net set sic es have
( ailed the I
Embassy in the
past two vi-c-eks alter they found
that they «add
ri.ad
U.S. new-Tape’ s
( hie Chines, web sin lei,

speaking on condition of
itnonyinity, said the government
decided tel block more sites
alter it discovered that Chinese
employees in international
firms wet e using company «impute’s io get information on
the Illicitly’.
Ni,
el« titan(
warning
appears when sutlers try to «in net t tuc the banned sites.
Requests lot i.iccess inetely guu
mime:we’ve!.
The new blot king is part cif
China’s attcnipt tt, t tattled
ulna ’mond, elite’ tug the «ninny )ind to keep ran c. tin( ism of
die government.
Although Singapote and
Get 111:11IV 11.11’1. 111(1(1(11 pornogt )(phi( and politit alit 1110( -

tions appear to be broader,
Beijing paved the way for
firm control of the Internet in
February when it warned that a
sweeping and ambiguous law to
protect state security applied tel
Internet use.
It also ordered all Internet
servers in China go through the
Ministry
of
Posts
and
Telec ornmunications.
*Hie spokesman’s office for
the State Council refused to
respond to requests for comment.
Sites that have been blocked
include:
U.S. news media such as
the Los Angeles Times, the Wall
Street Journal, the Washington
Post, Voic e it America, and
Cabh New) Netwink.
sensitive sites,

11,111iible I thitel ial sir relied out
of the Intel net, China’s restr -

including
the
Taiwan
Government
Information
Office. China views the island
of Taiwan as a renegade
province that eventually must
be reunified with the mainland,
by force if necessary.
Home pages of groups that
monitor hurnan rights abuses
in China, such as Amnesty
International.
The U.S.-based China
News Digest, a site that provides
information about China and a
forum for debates.
Playboy.
Although only about 100,000
Chinese are believed to have
access to the international computer network, that number is
expected to multiply 10 times
by the year 2000.
With Internet use in China

still relatively sparse overseas
political groups have been cautious about trying to link up
with Chinese residents.
"It’s too easy for them (the
authorities) to manage," said
Robbie Bartlett of the Tibet
Information
Network,
a
London-based group that monitors Chinese political and religious
repression
in
the
Himalayan region. "For us,
even faxes are incredibly conspicuous, much less e-mail."
China’s government has long
restricted the information
Chinese receive. All newspapers
and television stations in China
are run by the state. Private
satellite dishes are outlawed.

Irish peace process continues despite death threats
1St I FAS I Nolifiesii Ireland (Al’)
imis resumed then wan he lot a
Not the’
eland peace settlement
1.1lciiirlat nut fuue keled iisci
death

ducat hanging "ter the head ot the
otiii(e’s !nom notorious po, B1111,11
1111111.1111.
1 Ile Rty. 1.111 l’.11,11.., 1’11 41’4.1111 11’.1111.1

ct

111e

1 )11111A

LAIR

1’111011111

1’4111.

1,4’

111.1111 (11.111.111(11’d 111C 111[1111%BM 111 111/111i1,111, linked 1,1111 Nottlie.rit Ire.land.% ser
ailed "lotalist" pat
grtaq,s lie
al.), clef used 1,, meet ttith them
Nege etd,itde tins aimed ai finding a %as to

gist in Nice fit -It, heland negaii uI
it !slot m, m. the c enter of fit itisli admin1st:anon in %until ban east !Belfast. They
’molt v eight ha al pal ties, the British
and le ish gi wernments and former U.S.
Set) icorge !Shit
c hair man.
he IRA
Sinai Fein par tv, whit h

rt.inesents onv-thi’d of the north’s
Roman Catholu s, us bailed bec nose the
Ii isli Republic an At inv resumed bombings in Febilidirs outside Northern
behind.
All talks pain( ’pants have fa.en
’equalled to give an oath endorsing six

II rn iples, pe’nne’d liv Mitchell, that
land them to use "est lusively peat ef ul
uncl de.rnocratic
elle( tively, to
nenourn v violence.
iyalist commanders have maintained a 23-month -old cease-fire as the
price for remaining in the negotiations
that resumed Monday after a six-week
break.
Last month they issued a death threat
against two loyalist rebels who were
demanding that they strike ha( k against
the IRA.
Paisley’s party last Wednesday publicly

Complete multimedia computer customized for students
Campus 7 -Station’ features:
Powerful IntelPentium* processor
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Plenty of memory to run today’s hottest applications
Plug & Play into your campus network with a highspeed modem

Desktop Systems include Microsoft’ Natural’ Keyboard
and Microsoft Mouse
le loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun
Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel,
PowerPoint, Microsoft Access, Schedule*, Encarta 96 Encyclopedia,
Microsoft Internet Assistants
Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0
Microsoft Plus,
Games for Windows 95
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nated Its street clashes between
l’11,110111111 Illalt hers, Catholic protesters and poly e.
And Min hell. appointed by the
British and Itisli governments to
c hair the talks ell, in, denied today
that he might resign.
"I

AM

«M11111111’11

net

talks," a smiling Min hell said on

arrival.
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men, 36-year-old Billy Wright, dubbed
"King Rat" because (il his vicious re.putanon in loyalist circles.
Paisley’s deputy, Peter Robinson, said
his party was delending Wright’s "right
to free speech" and added: "If you’re
going to have talks based upon democratic principles, then you can’t go
around threatening people with death."
Catholics and loyalist leaders say
Paisley’s party is itself violating theMitchell principles by allying itself with a
mari widely blamed, though riot «awl, t
ed, for many killings of Catholic s.
!slit( hell, in «insultation with
the British and It isli ge dvernments.
has tin- responsibility for barring
any party because. of its ac non%
Negotiator s ,ire expec tech to meet
three days ea( h week until
December
Public expec tannin iue. low.. No
new IRA c ease-fire is in sight anci
Githolu-Prt,testuit relations are at
a low following a summer domi-
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1-800-811-3452

Registration
Deadline
Sept.13, 1996
Don’t Wait!
Test Date:
Oct. 5, 1996

$25 fee
http://www.zds.com
educationards.com

Pay at cashier’s office
Wahiquist Central
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Board of forestry rejects environmentalists’ plea
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, Calif. (AP) - The state
forestry board Monday rejected environmentalists’
11th hour attempt to block logging of dead and diseased tree in the North Coast’s Headwaters Forest, the
largest privately owned stand of old-growth redwoods
in the world.
The board voted 6-0 to deny the request for adoption of emergency rules that would have prevented
the salvage logging, saying that environmentalists had
failed to prove a risk to endangered or threatened
species.
"I’m not persuaded an emergency exists," said
board member Richard Rogers, who made the
motion for rejection.
During a seven -hour session, scores of representatives of environmental groups told the board the
emergency rules were needed to prevent severe damage to the forest and to protect fish and wildlife.
Dozens of representatives of timber organizations
urged rejection of the proposal, saying environmentalists’ concerns were unfounded.
The Natural Heritage Institute, on behalf of the
Sierra Club and the Environmental Protection
Information Center, filed the petition with the Board
of Forestry insisting that emergency rules be adopted
to protect the state’s old-growth forests from salvage

logging, including an operation expected to begin
next Monday in Headwaters Forest.
Pacific Lumber Co. owns Headwaters Forest, a
3,000-acre stand of ancient redwoods near Scotia,
southeast of Eureka, in Humboldt County.
"This is so important I believe (Gov.) Pete Wilson
should be here before you today making this presentation," said Brian Gaffney, representing the Sierra
Club and EPIC.
The pending salvage logging "would have a terrible
effect" on Headwaters Forest, added Kathy Bailey of
the Sierra Club.
The environmental groups said they’ want the forest
left untouched.
But California Department of Forestry attorney
Norman Hill recommended rejection of the emergency petition. "We believe there is no emergency
here," Hill said. The state board, part of Wilson’s
administration, regulates logging on private forest
land.
An attorney for Pacific Lumber Co. said the environmentalists’ plea had no merit. "This is a public
relations thing to stampede you into something,"
Alson Kemp told the board.
Another Pacific Lumber Co. official, Tom Herman,
said environmentalists were "here at the 11th hour

contriving an emergency.’
Environmentalists’ proposed emergency rules
would have prohibit disturbance of endangered and
threatened species, including the marbled murrelet
in Headwaters Forest. But state and federal wildlife
agencies have already concluded the company’s
planned salvage logging operation in Headwaters
Forest would not violate state and federal laws protecting the marbled murrelet, a swift-flying sea bird.
The finding was the basis for the state Department
of Forestry recommending Monday that the environmentalists’ request be denied. Hill said.
Environmentalists have scheduled a logging protest
on Sunday next to the forest and nearby company
mill.
A pro-logging rally by people who make their living
in the ailing timber industry is scheduled in nearby
Eureka on the same day. Authorities said they are worried about a confrontation between the two groups.
A dozen armed CDF law enforcement officers prosided security for Monday’s meeting. CDF officials
said the level of security was standard for meetings of
the board, which often deals with highly controversial
issues.
Pacific Lumber has already won state court
approval to start salvage logging of dead, dying or dis-
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EMPLOYMENT

TEACHER/A1DES/REC. LEADERS
Elementary school-age recreation
program. P/T from 2-6pm, M -F
during the school year, turns into
F/T (or P/T) during summer camp
program. Excellent salary. Los
Gatos/Saratoga Recreation Dept.
Call Janet at 354-8700x23,
VALET PARKERS - P/T, nights &
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos/Saratoga area. Must
have min. 1 year customer service
experience, and desire to serve
people. Polite, well groomed.
and professional attitude only.
19 years+. $5.75/hour. + tips.
Call Mike, 800-825-3871.

NEWSPAPER PRODUCTION MST
Spartan Daily Student Assistant.
Paste up/Camera position. 15-20
flex hours Sun.-Thur. $6.50 per
hour. For more info, call Tim Burke
at 924-3274. Stop by the Spartan
Daily DBH 203 or DBH 209 to fill
STUDENT ASSISTANT at County
out an application.
Office of Education. Two positions
available: 12 hours and 20 hours
PEET’S COFFEE& TEA
per week. Pay: $6.94/hr. Send
LOS GATOS
Our Los Gatos store is currently resume to SCCOE. CEP-MC 243,
interviewing for morning retail 1290 Ridcler Park Dr., San Jose
sales people. Apply at 798-1 95131.2398.
Blossom Hill Road in Los Gatos.
Starting rate is $6.50 an hour NEED 1 OR 2 STUDENTS to help
with medical, dental, 401(k), run a "Mds Fab Dart on Sept. 28.
discounts, vacation, sick and Flexible hours between now and
promotional opportunities. We then. Major in Rec or teaching
encourage applicants from people preferred. Call 282-1500.
of all ages, races and ethnic
LOOKING FOR A JOB that has
backgrounds.
reward, networking possibilities,
TUTORS NEEDED. Earn $10-315 flexitie hours &requires creativity?
per hour. We get students to call If you are organized & people ory
ented. this could be your Job. The
you. Call Jack 227-6685.
Environmental Resource Center
(ERC) in WSQ 115 is hiring a Co.
YMCA NOW HIRING
Director. Cell 9245487 cr stop th.
Directors and Teachers
for School-age and Preschool
Child Care. Rill Time & Part Time. FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
FT & PT positions avail, in busy
6-15 ECE or related units. For
more info call Mary 298-3888. whole foods restaurant. All shifts
available, flex hrs. Must be 21+.
INSURANCE - Growing Mtn. View $8- $9/hr to start. 733-9446, ask
Allstate agency seeks hie!), mob for Wendy or Victor.
sated sales associate with good
communication skills. Flex hrs. + CLERICAL ASSOCIATE
core, Bilingual preferred. High Golden State T’s. a leading
income potential. Call 968-9685. sportswear distributor, seeks a
Clerical Associate. Position available
P/T ORICE WORK Campbell. Flex immediately.
’Sort & file invoices
hrs. Organized/reliable. PCivekkars,
Bookkeeping. Occasional driving.
’Generate computer letters
Need references. Call 879-9998.
’Mail daily invoices, monthly
statements & catalogs
MADERA AMERICAN COMING
’Organize & send out credit
inquiries
Now hiring enthusiastic indaiduels
Assist Accountant
to watt in a fast-peced, high volume.
teamwork -oriented restaurant.
‘Work 20 hours per week
’Available Monday-Friday
Positions include: Bartenders
’Captains, *Servers, ’Line Cooks
$7.00 per hour
or
in
Work for a company that truly
& *Dishwashers. Please drop
call during the hours of 9arn-4pm appreciates its staff_ Apply in
person between 8am arid 5:30pm.
233 31:1 St.
Golden State T’s
Los Altos. Co 94022.
2110 Zenker Road
(415)9485209.
San Japer, CA 95131
REPECTIONIST PART-TIME Si At the corner of Charcot & Zenker
Assist patients in selecting eye- in the back raw of buildings.
glass frames, file, type. phones
Private Optometry Ofc. Eve/wknd TEACHERS / TEACHERS AIDES
hrs. Call/fax resume 226-9759.
FT/PT positions awailable with
Infants, Toddlers. Preschool &
RECEPTIONIST, Phones, light School Age. Great advancement &
clerical work. Ten min. from SJSU. growth opportunity. Good beneffts.
Mondays & Weds: 9am - 530pm. Immediate openings. ECE units
Fridays: 9am 2pm Call Heather preferred. Call PRIMARY PLUS
408-370-0357
995-6425.
WAITPERSON NEEDED
Days, Mon thru Fri. 10am-Spry
Salary & Benefits + Tips
Apply in person Britannia Arms
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose.

1
5

TRAVE.AINIWID AND WORN Male
up to $25$45/hr teaching basic
conversational English in Japan
Taiwan, or S Korea No teaching
background or Asian languages
required For information call:
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at 1 2C6-971 3570 ext. J60414.
remodeled Chevron Station. Two
locations. Please call 295-3964
or 2690337.
AUNTIE ANNE’S PRETZELS
Oakridge Mall. PT & FT. Flea
hours. Mgmt. position open. Call
George 229-2008
WRITING INTEINSHIP AVAILAILE
rnmed. De Arm colege’s marketing
office. Intern tultIcri pad. also salary
based on exp. 20 hrs/wk. Know AP
aye & Mac ecaaa 408/8648672.
NANNY NEEDED
fikrilly, 27. h my Um Getcs time
Fcr 3 chtlen. 408/354-8025
KIdeParir - TEACHER. PT/FT
at a high quality, licensed drop-in
play center for 2-12 year olds.
Minimum 6 ECE units required.
Flexible day, evening & weekend
hars. Berets wet Cane by or oar
Scutri San Jose
Neer Oalindge Mall
281-8380
*West Seri Jcee
Near Valley Farr
9852599
*Fremont
At the HUB
5107929997
OFFICE MST. Pwiders. Com/Print
Shop Daintown. 9iilS 8 =neuter,
phone, beet acct. & filing. Call for
appt. 971-7000, ask for Rick.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hail.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Sent John St. San kW.

eased trees in the forest after Sunday. That day is the
end of the nesting season for the marbled murrelet.
The Department of Forestry said it, along with
wildlife agencies, will make an unprecedented effort
to monitor the salvage logging for compliance with
state regulations.
The rules require no standing trees be cut or sign&
icantly damaged. Pacific Lumber must comply with
the strinFent rules because it used an exemption in
the State S Forest Practice Act that allows removal of
dead, dying and diseased timber without the filing of
a Timber Harvest Plan.
The environmentalists’ emergency petition sought
to overhaul that exemption in forest practice regulations to provide better environmental review of proposed salvage logging operations.
Sunday is also the deadline a federal court set for
the Clinton administration and Pacific Lumber’s
owner, Texas financier Charles Hurwitz, to reach an
agreement for government acquisition of Headwaters.
Administration officials say the Headwaters Forest
and a 1,700-acre buffer zone are the primary’ focus of
private talks between federal negotiators and Hurwitz
representatives. If a deal to swap the for est for surplus
government land is not reached, it federal mill will
hear the company’s claims.

Phone: 924-3277
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR- P/T Inst.
elem. schools. Degree/cred. not
req. Work around college sched.
Opp. for teaching experience.
VM 403287-4170 x408. EOE/AAE
MIRO= Technical Aseletant
(M,W.F 1-5pm & T,Th 8-5pm) Pre
vide tech & admin. support for
Student Union: Able to mulbtask
ExInt communication skills req.;
Must know )Wndows, Dos, WordPerfect, Excel, MS Word (CAD
helpful). Call 408/924-6310 for
application. Deadline to apply is
Spin, 9/6/96.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefrtsl
Cab or ably person, Micn-Sun
403-286-5880. 555D Martian he.
Between San Cabs and Parlimoa,
behind the Cad and Party Was, Sl.
SUBSETUTES FLEXIBLE HOURS
Small World Schools is hinng sub.
stitute teachers for our 13 day
care centers. Units in ECE. Rec,
Psych, Soc. or Ed required. These
may be completed or you can be
currently enrolled. This is a great
position for students. We can work
around your school schedule,
even if you are only available 1a2
afternoons. Cal 408379-3203x20.
YWCA
Immediate Openings
Tart Time Teachers Positions
School-age child care centers
8 locations in San Jose
Pay Scale $8.03 $9.00 hr.
Morning & Afternoon Available
Minimum requirement12 or more units in the following:
ECE, EE, Child Development.
Recreation, Psycholog, Smoke/.
Physical Education, Nursing.
Social Welfare, Home Economics.
or Human Services/Performance.
Experience Preferred.
MIL KATEINITOS 296401.1220
RECREATION LEADER- PT, after
school playground programs in Si
area, M-F, 1015 hrs./wk., $9.80
hr. P/up applications 8/26-9/13
at City Hall, 801 N 1st St. Rm
207. Testing 9/14. Great leadership, programming & problem
solving skills preferred.
NEED SOME FINANCIAL AID?
Willing to work flexible hours and
make great money? American
Radio is expanding, and needs
you nowt Don’t wart, call Marge at
(408) 995.5905.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
to $2,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time posrtions. No
exp necessary. For info. cell
1 206971 3550 ext. C60416.

WAREHOUSE POSITION
Golden State T’s, a leading
sportswear distributor, seeks a
Warehouse Team Player. Position
available immediately.
’Pull orders
‘Stock inventory
’Unload trucks
*Assist will-call customers
*Work 20 hrs/wk in afternoon
’Monday- Friday
$7.00 per hour
Work for a company that truly
appreciates its staff. Apply in
person between 8am ard 5:30pm.
Golden State T’s
2110 Zenker Road
San Jopse, CA 95131
At the comer of Charcot & Zanker
in the back row of buildings.

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
$1000% POSSIBLE TYPING. Part statements, proposals, reports,
Time. Al Horne, Tot Free 1-800898- etc. For more info, please call
9778 ext T-2236 for Listings.
Dave Bolick at 510-801-9554.
VISA/MesterCard FAX. E-Mall.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate Mel TYPING UNLIMITED for all your
couples need your help to conceive. typing needs. Reports, Resumes,
Can you help? Ages 21-29, Cover Letters, 408-441.7461.
non-smoker, heathy & respansbla. Pick up and delivery options.
Generous stipend and expenses
paid. Other ethracites also needed. WRITING ASSISTANCE any
Pease cal WWFC 1-5108209495. sub)ect. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is Just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
DAY CARE TEACHERS
Small World Schools is hiring P/T college teacher) assists with
and F/T teachers for our school- research & writing. Tutorial also
age day care programs in San avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Jose and Santa Clara. Units in Convenient Peninsula location.
ECE, Rec, Psych. Soc. or Educ Dissertation/thesis specialist.
required. Three may be completed Samples & references wadable .
or you be currently enrolled. Call Chinese & other languages
379-3200 x20.
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
For free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing,
SHERATON SAN JOSE
is now seeking candidates
visit our user-friendly Website
for the following positions:
at http://www.sci-plue.com
Regular e-mail: acienetcom.com
FRONT DESK
Call for free phone consultation:
Guest Service Agent
PBX Operator
(415) 5250505...aek for Masi.
Bell Person
IMUSEKEEPING:
Guest Room Attendant
WORD PROCESSING
House Person
FAX Resume to 943-1707 or
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Apply in Person:
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
1801 Berber Ln, Milpitas.
Job Hotline 9430600, ext. 151
APA, Turaban and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
Equal Opportunity Employer.
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word
STARVING STUDENTS
You don’t have to be! Intern/May Masterson’s Word Processing
al co seeking highly motivated, Cal Paul or Virginia 4082510449
personable students looking to
earn F/T income on a P/T basis. TOM’S Wood Precisely fierAos.
Extremely flexible hours. Serious ResumesSchool PapersRyers
inquiries only. 4062414034.
Powerpoint presentations
Ask for Enc.
*Color output
VERY LOW RATES
Call Today1408937 7201.
Panama MOORS
Bay Area Co. seeking to train for
local expansion. 40E0434034.
4IFFORDMILE & EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT Students Papers, Nursing, Group Projects.
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up ReernesAl Formats. Specializing
in APA Spelling/ Grammar/
to $3.000- $6,000v per month.
Room and Board! Transportation! Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yrs Expi
Male or Female. No experience
WP 5 1/11P Laser PAM’S
necessary. Call 1 206,971-3510 PROFESSON41. ViCCD PRCCESSING,
7472681. 8am8iarri
eat A60415.

MOM MIME READING BOOM
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free
1 800 898 9778 eat R2236 fur
Listings
TEACHERS / TEACHERS AIDES
FT/PT positions awailable with
EARN EXTRA CASH $
Infants, Toddlers, Preschool &
up to $120/weekl
School Age. Great advancement &
Become a Sperm Donor.
growth opportunity. Good benefits.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old. Immediate openings. ECE units
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty preferred, Call PRIMARY PLUS
Contact California Cryobank 4083700357.
415,324.1900, M F, 8-5pm

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad hem

TELEPHONE SOLICITOR Part
Time. Solicit donations of used
ANNOUNCEMENTS
goods. 2pm-8pm, Mon Fn. Apply
at: Goodwill 1080 N. 7th San FAST RAMMER Rase $500 n 5
Jose, CA 95112.
dais-Greeks, CP:Up6, Clt6, mceated
individuals. Fast, easy No financial
obligation. 1-800862-1982 ext.3a
STUDENT DENTAL PUUI I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30%- 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

FOR RENT
2 IMRE. APARRIENT- $850/1110.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
ONE BEDROOM HOUSE close
to SJSU. Available 10,3. Nonsmoker. No pets. Prefer one
person. Call Ed @ 297,3532.

SHARED HOUSING
HOUSERATE WANTED: Must be
feline tolerant (3 indoor cats).
Female owns 2bdrtn/2bath condo
in S1. Walk to Cal Train/Lt. Rail. 1
mile to SJSU. Perfect for grad au.
Pat Mae )0J OrtIn toilworn. bdrm.
& parking. Furnished. $450/mo.
Unfurnished: $425/nio.,+ 1/2 Lit
Call 408.2805422.

ROOMS FOR RENT
Single $350 / Double $225 each
INCLUDES LITIIJTIES AND CABLE
Next to Campus. Free Parking
Meal Plan avail 45 inch TV,
Pool, Ping-I:tong, Foosball.
Students only please
Visit at 211 South 11th St
CALL KEVIN 408)2751657

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Artcraft.
SJSU student owned & operated
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7375.

1NSURANCE

FoR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
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Spartan Daily Claesilleds
Somas, It.
U
San Asp CA IPSlnia0412
MClassifted desk is located in Dwight Bernie Hall, Roam 209
III Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid II No refunds on cancelled ads
el Rates for consecutive publications dates only
OLISST113111111? CALL 1400111314-3577

available for these classifications.$5.00
DI3H209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

"Lost & Found ads are offered free,
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for a3 line id for 3 days. Ads

SCHOLARSHIPS

MUM

FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible
regardless of grades. income,
or parent’s income. Let us help.
Call Student Financial Services:
1-800263-6495 ext. F60416.

’89 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER,
80cc, only 4k miles, blue, tired up,
super condition, $795. 3719455.
CLASSY TV STAND $75. 61Xesser
$55. Walnut Desk $65. 2 Dining
Tables $15 ea. Valous Chas $15 ea
Wood Wardrobe $35. Various lance
$10 ea. Jibe 408-266-8918.

FREE MONEY For Your Education!
Apply for your share in millions of
III RAISE YOUR GRADES
unclaimed private sector aid. Call SJSU 4.0 GPA students share their
Scholarship Resource Services. secrets! Benefit from their expenencel NEW Self-tutoring Tech408-261-8676.
niques! For booklet, send $4.99+
.99 S&H to SYNERGIX, Dept SD
1794 Plaza Casrlas, San Jose. CA
LOST & FOUND
95132.
FOUND! BUDGIE flying around
Duncan Hall. Identify him & he’s
yours! Cal Joseph Miller 9245204

HEALTH & BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywocd Ave. San lose.
247-7486.
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Electrolysis is the answer!!
I remove hair from any where
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place,
1190 Lncoln. San Jose, 9939093
MonSat./ Free Cons / Eve appts.
All Students Receive 20% Discount.

Certain advertisements In
thaw c:obame may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
ddltIonI information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that. Men melded
them Mather contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Thistigate ad fbms
canny emplemmen AMID
it
arca aaaaa tor dl
mations or merchandise.

So. 12th St. CHARMING HOUSE
Great Yen. Washer/dryer Parking.
$400/mo. Avail. Sept. 297-8873

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Dryers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Mutticar
"Good .SAudentCAL), TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
REAL ESTATE
NO HASSLE
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
NO 08UGATIONA1
pennies on 11 Delinquent Tax,
Also open Saturdays 92
Repo’s, REO’s Your Area. Toll
Free 1800-89139778 Lit H2236
for current listings

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

FAX: 924-3282

Please check
one classification:
_ c.arrous Dubs* Rental irousirg
Greek Messages.
__Events.
_Announcements.
_Lost and Found**
_Volunteers.
_For Sale*
_Autos For Sale’
_Computers Etc
_Wanted’
_Employment
_Opportunities

_Shared Housing.
_Real Estate
_Services*
_Heaith/Beauty
_Sports/Thriiis
_insurance
_Entertainment.
_Travel
_Tutoring*
_Word Processing
_Scholarships

must be placed in person in

3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Lessons learned from huge fire
der one another, creating a variety of
wildlife habitats in a relatively small area.
Prior to settlement by Europeans,
California burned regularly, both as a
result of lightning strikes and fires deliberately set by indigenous peoples to improve
grass seed and acorn crops. These were
low-intensity, meandering fires, and they
caused the Mate over time to resemble a
vast park - groves of trees interspersed
with large meadows.
But the aggressive lire suppression polllies instituted tr,.state and federal government agencies during the early decades of
this ( marry literally changed the face of
.ahlornia.
Wildlands went from "deer parks" of
oaks and grass to thick forests of conifers
and vast brush fields that were extremely
vulnerable to devastating blazes -like the
Fork Fire.
hut now that the Fork Fire has scoured
the lllllllll tainsides of brush and densdyked
knobcone
pine thickets, the
h ecologies of old could emerge
- given proper management and time.
"Quite a bit of the land (at the Fork
Fire) got wally nuked, and we don’t like to
see that under any circumstances," said
14.ii ( Josh( dm, the superintendent of the
Nlend,
National Forest. "Part of a firr-

1 AKI- NMI, Calif. (AP> - The Fork
Fir one of mans ( onflagrations that has
’,nage(’ the western Crated States this
soutane’, ( lit a sysath of destruction
thr(argli 1 -Ike Count!, that was awesome 0,
I ehold.
More than 1.(0,000 1 oresteel acres were
I (Aim 111 to .1511% 1111/1/11M ape‘, ’FfidifV. the
(ails liii stir r lug is high ’(Sri load: turkey
laifiards (ill ling lot ( 111(11,
1 he lire damaged !nese’ ves that harbor
endangered arid liii Si(( les. :111(1 111’XI
55111111 5 1.11111 0111(1 1.111Se 51.1 1011% .0,11 erosion 111 111, hut !led areas, now stripped of
prow( Ill. ktg1.1.1114t11
pill.tdoX14.111% softie of the burned
/oil, mas ultiniateis suppor I more wildlife
ilian a 111(1 before the tire.
1 11.11s he( ause huge expanses of
II I age
alled de( .I_
( loaked in
hut hi iish

fields of I

111.111/.11111.1 .11111 «.ilitt11111% 111.11 .11 1’ 1 clauveIs iiiipotetislied in terms of wildlife.
limn .111,15, gni

Itesegilated

i(11

1111I11

the i idler

wildlifi of vat mils

5,1111

J(li11.1 lit I ,111,f 11,111111111g Slit III/S and to Ii
institute a III It sotto r

until gent grassesI
of food ha

heilitiores, whit Ii ate In turn

IA

(lei. atoll

1

piedatiiis

.11,15

Binned

.11s11

1 ,1111.1111

.11111111

Abil11(1.1111

al edges that bor-

1(

est preserve also
tam n lions, the
burned, destroying
primary
habitat for the spotpredator
of
ted owl, fisher, pine
California
deer.
marten, peregrine
But
falcon and redthat’s assumlegged frog (all
ing
the
endangered or rare
burned areas
species)."
aren’t severely
But the brushy
eroded in winacreage
that
received more of a
Dan Chishohn ters to come,
Chisholm
burn
"mosaic"
Superintendent of Mendocino National Forest
said.
should see a signifiHeavy
cant spike in wildlife
rains
could
populations,
said
strip hillsides
Chisholm.
"Mature brush doesn’t support many of precious topsoil, silt up trout spawning
species," said Chisholm. "A few pack rats beds arid dump excessive nutrient loads
into Clear Lake, exacerbating an already
and birds, but that’s about it."
As the acreage burned by the Fork Fire severe algae problem, he said.
The important work right now, said
regenerates in grasses and young brush,
small mammals such as voles, deer mice, Chisholm, is to stabilize the soils so the
gophers, shrews and ground squirrels will land can begin its recovery as quickly as
experience a population boom, attracting possible.
"We’re taking soil samples to determine
in turn creatures that enjoy eating them:
hawks, owls, coyotes, gray foxes, bobcats which areas have enough surviving seeds
re-vegetate on their own, and which
to
and badgers.
The young emergent foliage will also need reseeding," said Chisholm. "We’ve
draw black-tailed deer, said Chisholm - already reseeded and dug water bars (to
and that will ultimately mean more moon - prevent erosion) on all the firelines we’ve

44

Quite a bit of the land (at
the Fork Fire) got really
nuked, and we don’t like to
see that under any
circumstances.

99

dug, and we’re positioning the downed
trees cross-slope to slow the winter runoff.
We’re also doing extensive mulching and
building erosion traps near the creeks.
The more we can do now to keep the soil
where it is, the better off we’ll be."
After that, the best way to manage the
Fork Fire burn may well be with more fire.
"The main lesson you can draw from
the Fork Fire is that we need to do more
prescribed burning in California," said
Matt Mathes, the spokesman for the U.S.
Forest Service’s California headquarters.
Low-level "prescribed" burns conducted
during the cool months of the year will
assure that the forest’s fuel loads remain
low, reducing the likelihood of another
catastrophic conflagration. Such burns will
also maintain wildlife habitat in optimum
condition.
"Fire suppression will always be important to protect lives and property, but
California is literally a fire ecosystem," said
Mathes. "The wildlands need fire at the
proper times to stay healthy. By burning in
the spring and fall, we avoid the catastrophic burns of summer."
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talking irlsart this."
Island(ls described Pinney as
( oliu liii. ’Jas is capable ot anything," said
McAloon. manager of The ()ar bar and restaurant,
and a former town police chief.
"Ile’s a Veil: witty character. I
know he’s sold a lot of T-shirts. I
Ph ink that’s VCIV clever. I bought
one."
Meanwhile, the debate about
the skeleton ( ()ninnies. Some fishermen 1.11 it’s a sturgeon, others
say it 1,,,,ks like a lay,
1 .15:1 N.11.111%4/11, a shark specialist
will the fisheries service, said
based on photos she saw, the skeleton probably is 41 basking shark, a
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docile, plankton-eater that can
grow to 40 feet long.
II:mold "Wes" Pratt, also a fisheries biolist, agr eed, but said he
understan s why some people
belie-ye it’s more mysterious. "It
(hies look otherivorldly. It does
look like something from the deep
past," he said.
Scott believes the creature could
he a type of shark nes-er before discovered.
fie noted the creature’s snout
measured 12 inches. The average
snout of a basking shark is 6 inches.
Natanson
explained
the
whiskers protruding from both
sides of the nose actually fit underneath the snout, propping it up
and making it shorter, like the
basking shark’s.
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Chris Littlefield’, ,,,ir if the island’s

Marine Fisheries Service in
Nati agansett.
c..11 Hall, the fishettnati who
pullud it op, was 0, stop kv S«,tt’s
home to pick up the creature and
put it on the ferry, S«at said.
Like others lull I/1(’ 11/.111(1, Si 1/11
&les 11(4 11,1k his (fools. Ile went
fishing for the day, and when he
came ba( k, the skeleton WAS gone.
’Finally, the next das 1 Ian)
railed and said, ’It’s on the boat,
right?’ "Scott said.
A short time later, Scott got a
phone (all from the "kidnappers."
They said they live out the island
and were ( iilli cured that if the
skeleton left, it would never return.
"They talked to nit’ in a i 0110(1about was’," Se at said. "They
talked to me about their positic in
of keeping it (iii island. I agree."
Aboard the Mad Monk, Ilan
declined to talk :Omar! the mystery,
while the other Fisherman. J.T.
Pinney, spoke only (if ho w the
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Despite her view, Natanson is
enjoying the mystery. She even
wants a Block Ness Monster T-shirt.
"I hear they’re very hard to find,"
she said.
Scott said the kidnappers have
told him they plan to give the
skeleton to the Block Island
Historical Society, perhaps in
October - after the tourist season
ends.
For now, Pinney plans to keep
selling T-shirts, islanders plan to
keep talking, and one local bar
plans to keep selling "Block Ness
cocktails."
As for the fisherman who gave
life to the legend, on a hot summer afternoon he planned to head
for the beach.

